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Chapter 1  Earth Science

Multi-Scale Simulator for the Geoenvironment (MSSG), which is a coupled non-hydrostatic atmosphere-ocean-land model,

has been developed in the Earth Simulator Center. Outline of MSSG is introduced and characteristics are presented. In this

report, we focus on model component of urban scale phenomena and cloud physics in meso-scale. In addition, in the purpose

of longer simulation, sea ice model was introduced in MSSG in this fiscal year. In this section, it is reported the outline of

simulation results and those impacts.
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1. Introduction
Multi-Scale Simulator for the Geoenvironment (MSSG),

which is a coupled non-hydrostatic atmosphere-ocean-land

global circulation model, has been developed for the pur-

posed of promoting advanced prediction simulation. MSSG

is optimized to be run on the Earth Simulator with high com-

putational performance and it is designed to be available

with flexibility for different space and time scales. MSSG

can simulate phenomena with ultra high small scale such as

several meters for horizontal resolution which is required in

simulations in urban canyon (Fig. 1). MSSG enable us to

global atmospheric simulation with 1.9km horizontal resolu-

tion. MSSG is designed in order to provide the flexibility for

forecasting weather/climate variability as follows,

• Global non-hydrostatic atmospheric circulation  model:

Global MSSG-A,

• Regional non-hydrostatic atmospheric model: Regional

MSSG-A,

• Global non-hydrostatic/hydrostatic ocean model: Global

MSSG-O,

• Regional non-hydrostatic/hydrostatic ocean model:

Regional MSSG-O,

• Couple Global MSSG-A to Global MSSG-O: MSSG,

• Coupled Regional MSSG-A to Regional MSSG-O:

Regional MSSG, 

and

• Global coupled model MSSG is capable to connect to

Regional coupled model MSSG using 1-way/2-way nesting

schemes.

In the development of MSSG, we especially focus on the

following thema;

I. improvement of accuracy of discritization schemes for

ultra high resolution simulation,

II. improvement of physical performance of boundary layer

and micro cloud physics with turbulent scale effects,

and

III. improvement of forecasting results with multi-scale sim-

ulations.

This report summarizes results of our project in FY2007.

2. MSSG model configuration
An atmospheric component of MSSG, which we call it

MSSG-A, is a non-hydrostatic global/regional atmosphere

circulation model. MSSG-A is compromised of fully com-

pressive flux form of Satomura (2003), Smagorinsky-Lilly

type parameterizations by Lilly (1962) and Smagorinsky

(1965) for sub-grid scale mixing, surface fluxes by Zhang

(1982) and Blackadar (1979), cloud microphysics with

mixed phases by Reisner (1998) and cumulus convective

processes by Kain (1993) and Fritsch (1980). Cloud-radia-
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tion scheme for long wave and shortwave interactions with

both explicit cloud and clear-air are adopted which is based

on the scheme in MM5. Over land, the ground temperature

and ground moisture are computed by using a bucket model.

As upper boundary condition, Rayleigh friction layer is set.

In the ocean component, which we call it MSSG-O, in-com-

pressive and hydrostatic/nonhydrostatic equations with the

Boussinesq approximation are introduced based on describing

in Marshall (1997a) and Marshall (1997b). Smagorinsky type

scheme by Lilly (1962) and Smagorinsky (1965) is used for

the sub-grid scale mixing. Algebraic Multi-Grid (AMG)

method in Stuben (1999) is used in order to solve a Poisson

equation in MSSG-O. AMG is well known as an optimal solu-

tion method. In MSSG, we used the AMG library based on

aggregation-type AMG in Davies (1976), which has been

developed by Fuji Research Institute Corporation.

In both the atmospheric and ocean components, Yin-Yang

grid system presented in Kageyama (2004) and Arakawa C

grid is used. The atmospheric component utilizes the terrain

following vertical coordinate with Lorenz type variables dis-

tribution in Gal-Chen (1975). The ocean component uses the

z-coordinate system for the vertical direction. In discritiza-

tion of time, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Runge-Kutta schemes and

leap-flog schemes with Robert-Asselin time filter are avail-

able. The 3rd Runge-Kutta scheme presented in Wicker

(2002) is adopted for the atmosphere component. In the

ocean component, leap-flog schemes with Robert-Asselin

time filter is used for the ocean component. For momentum

and tracer advection computations, several discritization

schemes introduced in Peng (2004) are available. In this

study, the 5th order upwind scheme is used for the atmos-

phere and central difference is utilized in the ocean compo-

nent. The vertical speed of sound in the atmosphere is domi-

nant comparing with horizontal speed, because vertical dis-

critization is tend to be finer than horizontal discritization.

From those reasons, horizontally explicit vertical implicit

(HEVI) scheme in Durran (1991) is adopted in MSSG-A.

Conservation scheme was discussed in Peng (2006) and

no side effects of over lapped grid system such as Yin-Yang

grid were presented due to validations results of various

benchmark experiments in Takahashi (2004a,b) and

Takahashi (2005).

3. Computational/ physical model improvements
In FY2007, we especially focus on developing model

component of urban scale phenomena and cloud physics in

meso-scale. In addition, in the purpose of longer simulation,

sea ice model was introduced in MSSG. In this section, it is

reported the outline of simulation results and those impacts.

3.1 Impact of three dimensional radiation model in urban

canyon

Three dimensional radiation process model was devel-

oped in order to understand heat radiation mechanism in

urban canyon area. It is indispensable for simulation of heat

island phenomena influenced from thermal storage process

among walls on building and roads. Heat tends to be stored

in lower level in city canyon layers and its tendency was

appeared on walls toward the all direction as shown in 

Fig. 2. Furthermore, eddies due to convection were trapped

Fig. 1  Scale of MSSG as global/regional models with nesting schemes

and resolution.

Fig. 2  Differences of temperature distribution between with 3D radia-

tion process model and without the model.
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in the city canyon layers shown as in Fig. 3. The initial state

was settled at 15:00 on 5th August in 2005. Initial thermal

condition was set taking account of rate of shade in a day.

Snapshot of 15 minutes integration from the initial state by

using MSSG coupled the 3D radiation model is presented in

Fig. 4. Temperature distribution is shown at the height of 7.5

m from the ground. Eddies and wind streams were simulated

very well, therefore it suggest that these simulation will be

quite useful to assesse measures for the heat island.

Furthermore, it will be required to introduce further efficient

computational schemes to be simulated it faster. 

3.2 Efficient computational scheme for Bin method using

CIP method.

In the cloud physics processes, especially Bin methods,

during the collision growth process with which the cloud

condensation nucleus is activated and a minute drop of water

or a minute ice crystal is generated, condensation and the

evaporation growth process is simulated. Condensation and

the evaporation process are especially important processes

and connecting directly with the stability of the dynamic

computation to accompany the thermal change by the phase

change. However the computational cost is extremely high.

Development of the calculation method with not only high

accuracy but low computational cost is required.

In this study, Condensation and the collision calculation

method used the CIP-CSLR(Constrained Interpolated

Profile-Conservative Semi-Lagrangian with Rational func-

tion) method were developed. Figure 5 shows one example

of the result. The CIP-CSLR method shows best perform-

ance due to represent peak value and profile comparing the

reference as shown in Fig. 5. In addition, further characteris-

tics of the CIP-CSLR become clear as follows; numerical

value diffusion is small, numerical oscillation is not caused,

the 2nd order of accuracy is maintained, conservation low is

kept for the whole computation, and computational cost is

quite low. Computaional cost is 4-5 times more compared

Fig. 3  Wind stream function and temperature distribution in for the vertical.

Fig. 4  Snapshot of 15 minutes simulation from the initial state by using

MSSG coupled the 3D radiation model.
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Fig. 6  Observation data on 28th February 2007. (a) sea ice distri-

bution (b) sea ice consentration.

Fig. 7  Snapshot of consentration distribution on 28th February using

MSSG coupled to the introduced sea ice model.

Fig. 8  Comparison of distribution sea ice consentration between simu-

lation result using sea ice collision effects and results without

collision effects.

with cost of the 1st order upwind scheme, however, 0.4 times

of the computational  time is realized using 10 times longer

time step as shown in Table 1.

3.3 Sea ice model component introduced in MSSG and its

performance

Coupling ocean physics to sea ice production plays quite

important to simulate seasonal, annual or more longer simu-

lation such as climate variability simulations. The intro-

duced sea ice model is taking account of sea ice collision

process. The collision process is considered as quite impor-

tant process to represent real sea ice distribution, because

radiation process in the atmosphere is influenced by the dis-

tribution and mixed layer in the ocean as well. Especially,

ultra high resolution simulation is required to understand

the impact to Japanese climate system by intermediate

water formation in the Okhotsk Sea. Preliminary experi-

ments were promoted in the current year to represent sea ice

distribution by the new introduced model with MSSG-O.

The initial state was used climatological data of November

and seven months integration was executed. Figure 6 shows

observational data of sea ice distribution and its condensa-

tion distribution on 28th February 2007 as an case data.

Snapshot of the simulation in Fig. 7 is comparable to the

observational data. Sea ice collision effects are remarkable

Table 1  Computational cost of the each scheme during 1,000 integra-

tion steps.

 Computation scheme Computational cost Ratio of cost

 1st order upwind 1733127 1.000

 3rd order upwind 2398127 1.384

 Semi Lagrangean 5783127 3.337 

 WAF 2500841 1.443

 CIP-CSLR 7580126 4.374

Fig. 5  Performance to represent peak value and profile comparing the

reference.
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in the front of sea ice distribution as shown in Fig. 8.

Furthermore, distribution of sea ice in the Okhotsk Sea,

especially the region with low concentration was improved

compared with simulation results from the MSSG-O with-

out sea ice collision process.

4. Conclusion and near future work
In the current year, we focus on developing model com-

ponent such as three dimensional radiation system, high per-

formance computational scheme for cloud micro-physics of

Bin method, and the sea ice model with collision processes.

Though results were not presented in this report, local wind

forecasting or precipitation forecasting in meso-scale region

had been improved. Through these experiments and devel-

oping model components, various scale simulations will 

be planned in the near future. Especially, seasonal/annual

forecasting will be promoted using MSSG with cloud

resolved scale. 
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Multi-Scale Simulator for the Geoenvironment: MSSG
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Multi-Scale Simulator for the Geoenvironment (MSSG), which is a coupled non-hydrostatic atmosphere-ocean-land

model, has been developed in the Earth Simulator Center. Outline of MSSG is introduced and characteristics are present-

ed. In this report, we focus on model component of urban scale phenomena and cloud physics in meso-scale. In addition,

in the purpose of longer simulation, sea ice model was introduced in MSSG in this fiscal year. In this section, it is report-

ed the outline of simulation results and those impacts.

Coupled atmosphere-ocean model multi-scale multi-physics high performance computing

the Earth Simulator 

Multi-Scale

Simulator for the Geoenvironment: MSSG
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Fig. 1  Snapshot of 15 minutes simulation from the initial state by

using MSSG coupled the 3D radiation model.
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Fig. 2  Snapshot of condensation distribution on 28th February

using MSSG coupled to the introduced sea ice model.


